
Your Name:

T&AM 203 Final Exam
Tuesday Dec 12, 2000 3:00 — 5:30 PM

Draft March 20, 2007

5 problems, 100 points, and 150 minutes.

Please follow these directions to ease grading and to maximize your score.

a) No calculators, books or notes allowed. Ask for extra scrap paper if you need it.

b) Full credit if
տ

•
ր

→free body diagrams← are drawn whenever linear or angular momentum balance is used;

• correct vector notation is used, when appropriate;

↑→ any dimensions, coordinates, variables and base vectors that you add are clearly defined;

± all signs and directions are well defined with sketches and/or words;

→| reasonable justification, enough to distinguish an informed answer from a guess, is given;

you clearly state any reasonable assumptions if a problem seems poorly definedpoorly defined;

• work is I. ) neat,

II. ) clear, and

III.) well organized;

• your answers are TIDILY REDUCED (Don’t leave simplifiable algebraic expressions.);

⊓⊔ your answers are boxed in; and

≫ unless otherwise stated, you will get full credit for, instead of doing a calculation, presenting Matlab
code that would generate the desired answer. To ease grading and save space, your Matlab code
can use shortcut notation like “θ̇7 = 18” instead of, say, “theta7dot = 18”. Pick generic (not
special) numerical values for constants not defined in the problem statement.

c) Substantial partial credit if your answer is in terms of well defined variables and you have not substi-
tuted in the numerical values. Substantial partial credit if you reduce the problem to a clearly defined
set of equations to solve.

Problem 1: /20

Problem 2: /20

Problem 3: /20

Problem 4: /20

Problem 5: /20

TOTAL: /100



1)(20 pts) Spring mass.

a) (5 pts) Find the equation of motion, a differential equation, for the variable x in the system
above. Your differential equation can contain x, its time derivatives, m, c, k, and ℓ0 (Please
read item (b) on the cover page.)

b) (5 pts) Assume c = 0, x(t = 0) = d, and ẋ(t = 0) = 0. What is ẋ at time t (answer in terms
of some or all of m, k, ℓ0, d, and t.

c) (5 pts) Assume relatively large c (c2 > 4km), x(t = 0) = d, and ẋ(t = 0) = 0. Find x(t) (or
write code that would find x(t)).

d) (5 pts) Whether or not you have succeeded at part (c) above, make a clear plot of x vs t for
the conditions in part (c) above.



(work for problem 1, cont’d.)



2)(20 pts) Car on a ramp. A junior level engineering design course asks students to build a cart (mass
= mc) that rolls down a ramp with angle θ. A small weight (mass mw ≪ mc) is placed on top
of the cart on a surface tipped with respect to the cart (angle φ). Assume the small mass does
not slide. Assume massless wheels with frictionless bearings

a) (5 pts) Find the acceleration of the cart. Answer in terms of some or all of mc, g, îiiiiiiiii, θ and

ĵjjjjjjjjj. (In accordance with the directions on the front cover you may use other convenient
coordinates if you like.).

b) (10 pts) What coefficient of friction µ is required (the smallest that will work) to keep the
small mass from sliding as the cart rolls down the slope? Answer in terms of some or all of
mc, mw, g, θ, and φ.

c) (5 pts) What angle φ will allow a small mass to ride on the cart with the smallest coefficient
of friction? Answer in terms of some or all of mc, mw, g, and θ. (You get full credit for a
correct answer to this question even if the answer to (b) is incorrect. Conversely, an answer
based on incorrect work in part (b) is incorrect.)



(Work for problem 2, cont’d.)



3)(20 pts) A swinging disk. A uniform disk of mass m and radius R is hinged at one end and swings in
its plane from a hinge on its circumference.

a) (10 pts) Find a differential equation that describes its motion. Describe the motion with an
angle θ that is zero when the disk is hanging straight down. (Your equation should have in
it some or all of θ, its time derivatives, m, g, and R.

b) (5 pts) What is the period tp of small oscillations? Answer in terms of some or all of m, R
and g.

c) (5 pts) If instead the disk was swinging in the perpendicular direction (with its center moving
perpendicular to the plane of the disk) would the frequency of oscillation be higher, lower,
or the same? (Correct guess earns one point.)



(work for problem 3, cont’d.)



4)(20 pts) Speeding tricycle gets a branch caught in the right rear wheel. A scared-stiff tricyclist
riding on level ground gets a branch stuck in the right rear wheel so the wheel skids with friction
coefficient µ. Assume that the center of mass of the tricycle-person system is directly above the
rear axle. Assume that the left rear wheel and the front wheel have negligible mass, good bearings,
and have sufficient friction that they roll in the ĵjjjjjjjjj direction without slip, thus constraining the
overall motion of the tricycle. Dimensions are shown in the lower sketch. Find the acceleration

of the tricycle (in terms of some or all of ℓ, h, b, m, [Icm], µ, g, îiiiiiiiii, ĵjjjjjjjjj, and k̂kkkkkkkkk).
[Hint: check your answer against special cases for which you might guess the answer, such as
when µ = 0 or when h = 0.]
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(Work for problem 4, cont’d.)



5)(20 pts) Mass on a lightly greased slotted turntable or spinning uniform rod. Assume that the
rod/turntable in the figure is massless and also free to rotate. Assume that at t = 0, the angular
velocity of the rod/turntable is 1 rad/s, that the radius of the bead is one meter, and that the
radial velocity of the bead, dR/dt, is zero. The bead is free to slide on the rod. Where is the
bead at t = 5 sec?
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(Work for problem 5, cont’d.)











































Your Name:

T&AM 203 Makeup Prelim

Monday December 6, 2004 noon - 1:30+ PM
Draft December 6, 2004. From the Fall 1996 Final exam

Do any 3 problems.

Please follow these directions to ease grading and to maximize your score.

a) No ca1cu1at0rs allowed. Ask for extra scrap paper if you need it.

b) Do any 3 problems.

c) Full credit if

• work is

I. ) neat,

II. ) clear, and

III.) well organized;

± all signs and directions are well defined with sketches and/or words;

↑→ any dimensions, coordinates, variables and base vectors that you add are clearly defined;

• correct units and correct vector notation are used, when appropriate;

• to the extent that a problem seems ambiguous or not perfectly definednot perfectly defined, you clearly state any rea-
sonable assumptions that you make;

→|reasonable justification, enough to distinguish an informed answer from a guess, is given;

• −→free body diagrams←− (FBD’s) are drawn when appropriate;

• your answers are boxed in; and

• your answers are TIDILY REDUCED.

d) Substantial partial credit if your answer is in terms of well defined variables and you have not substi-
tuted in the numerical values. Substantial partial credit if you reduce the problem to a clearly defined
set of equations to solve.

≫ MATLAB commands which would generate the desired answer count as a correct answer for all
problems. Some problems may only be only practically solvable with a computer. You must
be clear about how to interpret the MATLAB output as the answer to the question. If the problem
statement is in terms of variables instead of numbers, MATLAB we will assume that the variables have
been assigned values prior to the MATLAB commands you write.

Problem 1: /25

Problem 2: /25

Problem 3: /25

Problem 4: /25



1) (25 pt) Speeding tricycle gets a branch caught in the right rear
wheel. A scared-stiff tricyclist riding on level ground gets a branch
stuck in the right rear wheel so the wheel skids with friction co-
efficient µ. Assume that the center of mass of the tricycle-person
system is directly above the rear axle. Assume that the left rear
wheel and the front wheel have negligible mass, good bearings, and
have sufficient friction that they roll in the ĵjjjjjjjjj direction without slip,
thus constraining the overall motion of the tricycle. Dimensions are
shown in the lower sketch.
Find the accereration of the tricycle (in terms of some or

all of ℓ, h, b, m, [Icm], µ, g, îiiiiiiiii, ĵjjjjjjjjj, and k̂kkkkkkkkk).
[Hint: check your answer against special cases for which you might
guess the answer, such as when µ = 0 or when h = 0.] A
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⇐ Please put scrap work for problem 1 on the page to the left ⇐.
⇓ Put neat work to be graded for problem 1 below ⇓.



2) (25 pt) Balancing a broom. Assume the hand is accelerating to the right
with acceleration aaaaaaaaaa = a îiiiiiiiii. What is the force of the hand on the
broom in terms of m, ℓ, θ, θ̇, a, îiiiiiiiii, ĵjjjjjjjjj, and g? (You may not
have any êeeeeeeeeeR or êeeeeeeeeeθ in your answer.) g

eReθ

y
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ℓθ
⇐ Please put scrap work for problem 2 on the page to the left ⇐.
⇓ Put neat work to be graded for problem 2 below ⇓.



3) (25 pt) Equations of motion. Two masses are connected to fixed sup-
ports and each other with the three springs and dashpot shown.
The force F acts on mass 2. The displacements x1 and x2 are
defined so that x1 = x2 = 0 when the springs are unstretched.
The ground is frictionless. The governing equations for the system
shown can be writen in first order form if we define v1 ≡ ẋ1 and
v2 ≡ ẋ2. m1

m2k1 k2
k3

x1

x2

F
C

a) (10 points) Fill in the 16 terms of the 4 × 4 matrix below
and the 4 terms of the blank column vector so that the equa-
tions are the correct equations for the system shown. Your
answer should be in terms of any or all of the constants m1,
m2, k1, k2,k3, C, the constant force F , and t. Getting the
signs right is important.

b) (10 points) Write MATLAB commands in appropriate func-
tions and script files to find and plot v1(t) for 10 units of
time. Make up appropriate initial conditions. If you need
to use the big matrix you have defined at the bottom of the
page indicate its place in your code, you need not copy it in
for MATLAB term by term.

⇐ Please put MATLAB code for problem 3 on the page to the left ⇐.
⇓ Put other neat work to be graded for problem 3 on this page ⇒.
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4) (25 pt) The film,Heat Treatment of Aluminum, is placed on a very slip-
pery table. Assume that the film and reel (together) have mass
distributed the same as a uniform disk of radius Ri. What, in
terms of Ri, Ro, m, g, îiiiiiiiii, ĵjjjjjjjjj, and F are the accelerations of points
C and B at the instant shown (the start of motion)?

Ro

Ri
Cfrictionless

contact
(no friction)

i

j

F

B

⇐ Please put scrap work for problem 4 on the page to the left ⇐.
⇓ Put neat work to be graded for problem 4 below ⇓.



































































































































































































































































































































































































Your TA, Section # and Section time:

Cornell
TAM/ENGRD 2030
No calculators, books or notes allowed.

Your name:

Makeup Prelim
May 4, 2013

3 Problems, 90 minutes (+ up to 90 minutes overtime)

How to get the highest score?
Please do these things:
-

�
%

Draw Free body diagrams whenever force, moment, linear momentum, or angular momentum balance
are used.

*� Use correct vector notation.

A+ Be (I) neat, (II) clear and (III) well organized.

ut TIDILY REDUCE and box in your answers (Don’t leave simplifyable algebraic expressions).

>> Make appropriate Matlab code clear and correct.
You can use shortcut notation like “T7 D 18” instead of, say, “T(7) = 18”.
Small syntax errors will have small penalties.

"
!

Clearly define any needed dimensions (`; h; d; : : : ), coordinates (x; y; r; � : : : ), variables (v;m; t; : : : ),

base vectors (O{; O|; Oer ; Oe� ; O�; On : : : ) and signs (�) with sketches, equations or words.

!j Justify your results so a grader can distinguish an informed answer from a guess.

If a problem seems poorly definedpoorly defined, clearly state any reasonable assumptions (that do not oversimplify the
problem).

� Work for partial credit (from 60 –100%, depending on the problem)

– Put your answer is in terms of well defined variables even if you have not substituted in the numerical
values.

– Reduce the problem to a clearly defined set of equations to solve.

– Provide Matlab code which would generate the desired answer (and explain the nature of the output).

Extra sheets. Ask for more extra paper if you need it. Put your name on each extra sheet.

Problem 10: /25

Problem 11: /25

Problem 12: /25



10) 2D. No gravity. A bead m slides with friction coefficient � on a rigid straight rod with length ` that is rotated
by a motor. At the instant of interest the angle of the rod is � , the rotation rate is P� and the angular acceleration is
R� . The bead is a distance s from the motor axle and has rate of sliding Ps > 0. In terms of some or all of
�; � P�; R�; `; s and Ps, find Rs.

11) 2D. A tricycle has weight mg and wheels with negligible mass. The steering is locked straight forwards.
Assume the friction � is big enough so that the wheels roll without slip. The front wheel has radius R and the
front crank has length d < R. A forwards force F > 0 is applied to the bottom pedal from a person standing at
the side. In terms of some or all of m; g;R; d; F; � and g, which direction does the tricycle accelerate (right or
left) and with what acceleration?

12) Write all of the Matlab commands to solve the following problem using ODE23 or ODE45. The result should
be printed by Matlab in the command window.

The equation of a damped simple pendulum is R� D �
g

`
sin � � c P�:

Find the angle � at t D tf .

Use any non-zero values you like for g; `; c and tf and for the initial conditions.













































Your TA, Section # and Section time:

Cornell
ME 2030, Dynamics
No calculators, books or notes allowed.

Your name:

Final Exam
May 15, 2014

5 Problems, 150 minutes (+ no overtime, Cornell rules)

How to get the highest score?
Please do these things:
-

�
%

: Draw Free body diagrams whenever force, moment, linear momentum, or angular momentum balance
are used.

*� : Use correct vector notation.

A+ : Be (I) neat, (II) clear and (III) well organized.

ut : TIDILY REDUCE and box in your answers (Don’t leave simplifiable algebraic expressions).

>> : Make appropriate Matlab code clear and correct.
You can use shortcut notation like “T7 D 18” instead of, say, “T(7) = 18”.
Small syntax errors will have small penalties.

"
!

: Clearly define any needed dimensions (`; h; d; : : : ), coordinates (x; y; r; � : : : ), variables (v;m; t; : : : ),

base vectors (O{; O|; Oer ; Oe� ; O�; On : : : ) and signs (�) with sketches, equations or words.

!j : Justify your results so a grader can distinguish an informed answer from a guess.

: If a problem seems poorly definedpoorly defined, clearly state any reasonable assumptions (that do not oversimplify the
problem).

� : Work for partial credit (from 60 –100%, depending on the problem)

– Put your answer is in terms of well defined variables even if you have not substituted in the numerical
values.

– Reduce the problem to a clearly defined set of equations to solve.

– Provide Matlab code which would generate the desired answer (and explain the nature of the output).

Extra sheets. The last page is blank for your use. Ask for more extra paper if you need it. Put your name
on each extra sheet, fold it in, and refer to back pages or extra sheets on the page of the relevant problem.

Problem 13: /25

Problem 14: /25

Problem 15: /25

Problem 16: /25

Problem 17: /25



13) 2D. A round rigid hoop with radius R has negligible mass. A point mass m is glued to the hoop. The hoop
rolls without slip on a horizontal surface. Given �; P�;m; g and R find R� .

Full credit for reducing the problem to a totally clear math problem (one that a skilled person could solve without
understanding the problem or looking at any pictures). That is, you should set up the problem correctly while
making clear that you could do all of the algebra required (e.g., show all of the planned substitutions and show the
results of any needed dot and cross products between base vectors). That is, there is no point in doing any lengthy
algebra. No extra credit for doing the algebra.



3



14) 2D. The earth goes around the sun. A plane goes around the earth.

� The earth goes around the sun in a counter-clockwise circular orbit with radius R once per unit time T
(that is, if you were to substitute numbers, which you should not do, T = 1 year).

� The angular velocity of the earth is !e D !e=F relative to the fixed distance Newtonian-reference-frame
stars (That is, !e > 2�=day by a little bit).

� The earth radius is r .
� A plane is going counterclockwise around the earth with constant speed vp relative to the earth (vp is the

so-called “ground speed” of the plane).
� At the time of interest everything is lined up like in the picture below (with the plane at P on the line from

the sun to the center of the earth).
� Answer all questions in terms of some or all of R; r; T; !e; vp; O{ and O|.

a) What is the position of the plane*rp?

b) What is the velocity of the plane*vp?

c) What is the acceleration of the plane*ap?



5



15) 2D. A uniform rigid stick with length L and mass m is balanced upright. It is hinged at A. It is then given a
tiny push (big enough to cause a fall, but small enough so that the kinetic energy just after the push is negligible)
and eventually falls to the right. It has a plastic collision at B, assume the impulse at B is vertical. What is the
impulse at B? Answer in terms of some or all of m; ` and g.



7



8

16) 2D. No gravity. A rigid L-shaped rod rotates at constant angular speed !. A point mass m slides on the rod
with no friction. Given that s.0/ D 0 and Ps.0/ D v0 find s.t/. Your answer can contain some or all of t; v0; m; d

and !.



9



10

17) 1D. No gravity. Spring-mass-dashpot system. The width of the two masses is negligible. At t D 0 the masses
have given positions x10, x20 and speeds to the right v10, v20. Assume any non-zero values, in consistent units,
for the parameters x10; x20; v10; v20; k; `0; c1; c2 and tend . Using ODE45, write Matlab code to plot the position
of mass one for the interval 0 � t � tend .
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Prelim 1, Q1: Some Reflection (Duan Li) 

The statistics of the grades for Q1 are: Mean: 13.05, median: 11.0, standard deviation: 5.56. 

Please refer to my grading rubric on Gradescope to find out where you got points off and to 

decide whether you need regrading. 

Below are a few common misperceptions I noticed and some advice to add onto Walker’s 

and Ryan’s a retrospective. 

1. Pay attention to the coordinate system defined in the problem. You can define your 

own if there isn’t one. In part a, the x axis is pointing downward, not upward, so 

mx¨=mg−F spring−F dashpot if F spring and F dashpot are defined to be pointing up in the FBD. 

2. Have a clear mind of which force is applied on which object. There are only two 

components (the spring and the dashpot) connected directly to the mass, so there 

are only two forces (spring force and damping), besides gravity, applied on the 

mass. Some students had the driving force on the machine as part of their linear 

momentum balance (LMB) equation. This is wrong in several ways: (a) The machine 

drives the mass through the spring and the dashpot, so there is no direct force 

between the machine and the mass. (b) The total force on the machine should be 

mmachinex ̈0 and mmachine  is unknown. 

3. Spring and dashpot respond to the net effect caused by all components directly 

connected to them. Here, both the mass and the machine are affecting the length of 

the spring and the velocity of the dashpot. The spring should respond to the net 

change in its length and the dashpot should respond to its net velocity. 

4. Use physical intuition to check your result. At first glimpse of part b, you should 

realize this is a purely oscillatory system with no damping so the final solution should 

consists only of sin, cos  and constants . Some students end up having a t, t2 or et 
term in their solution, which means the components are moving further away from 

each other as time goes on and the system is breaking apart. If you get such a 



solution, it’s very likely that something is wrong with either your initial EoM or your 

way of solving the ODE. One case that could lead to a et term is if you made the 

mistake in #1, that is if you happen to set the x axis pointing up and get 

mx¨−kx=something as your EoM instead of mx¨+kx=something. Mistakes are often 

correlated. If you identify one of them, you might to able to correct multiple of them. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





Prelim 1, Q2: A Retrospective (Walker Lee) 

Hey all! I was responsible for grading problem 2 on the first prelim. The median score on the 

problem was a flat 15/25 (exam grades should be posted within the next few days). A lot of 

people made the same errors on this problem, so I thought it would be helpful to share a 

few common mistakes made when solving it. If you got less than 20/25, it is HIGHLY likely 

that one or more of the following went wrong: 

1. Read the problem statement! For this problem, the problem statement explicitly 

stated that the system is in 1D and that there is no gravity. Despite this, I came 

across several 2D and 3D free-body diagrams, and several people included gravity 

on their FBDs or when writing out F=ma. Take a few seconds to carefully read the 

problem statement before starting any question, especially on an exam, as it will 

save you a huge headache later. 

2. Draw your free-body diagrams! Speaking of FBDs, there were several students who 

would have scored a perfect 25 on this question, but they lost 5 points for not 

drawing an FBD. While this was physically painful for me to grade, the instructions 

on the front of the exam were clear: if you ever use linear momentum balance 

(F=ma) to solve a problem, you MUST draw a free-body diagram, even if there is 

only 1 force on the body in question. 

3. Function notation. The problem asked for a final answer in the form f(v). Whenever a 

function is written in this notation, the output (in this case, the drag force) is a 

function of only scalars (numbers such as 2 or π), constants (parameters that don't 

change, such as m), and the variables inside the parenthesis (in this case, v). Any 

variables NOT inside the parenthesis (here, t and x) cannot appear in the final 

answer, because the answer would no longer be f(v) - it would be f(v,t) or f(v,x) 
instead. 



4. Assumptions. This was probably the most common mistake: many students 

assumed that f(v) would have the form −cv or −cv2. However, for this problem, that 

is impossible - you already are given x(t)=A+B/t , and if you integrate a linear or 

quadratic drag twice, you get x(t) ~ e−t or −ln∣t∣, respectively, as you've seen on the 

homework. Therefore, the drag in this problem cannot possibly be linear nor 

quadratic. In general, making assumptions that are not given in the problem 

statement is extremely dangerous, so if you do, always be prepared to back them 

up. 

5. Equation validity. Many students tried to use one or more of these equations without 

realizing they wouldn't work: 

● Some variation of v=Δx/t 
● Some variation of a=Δv/t 
● Δx = v0t + ½ at2 

● vf 2−v02 = 2aΔx 

● ∫Fdt = Ft 

● W=Fd 

These equations only hold when velocity (first row), acceleration (rows 2-4), and 

force (rows 5-6) are constant, respectively. In this problem, none of these are 

constant, so using these equations wouldn't help you. Before you use an equation, 

make sure you understand what assumptions were made when it was derived so 

you don't use it under invalid conditions. 

6. Energy methods. Several students attempted to use energy methods to solve this 

problem. While I applaud your creativity, any answer derived using energy methods 

would have to contain v0, and v0 was a trap: x(t)=A+B/t gives v(t)=B/t2, which in turn 

means v0 is undefined. 

 









 
 

Prelim 1: Q3: Common Mistakes (Ryan Elandt) 

Part A (8 Points): If you get 6 points it was likely because you wrote down the negative of 

the stiffness matrix. For our problems it also needs to be symmetric due to Newton’s third 

law. [In more general advanced vibration problems it is also symmetric, for other reasons. 

Ask if you want to know.] With practice you should be able to find the components of the 

stiffness matrix visually. At least for problems with masses in a line. Then you can check 

your work by comparing with what visual inspection tells you the answer has to be. 

Part B (9 Points): Students lost points in a wide variety of ways. Students lost three points 

for each major mistake. Mistakes usually either: produce incorrect answers, produce right 

answers for the wrong reasons or do something in a way that is excessively long. Some 

common mistakes included: 

● Not realizing that K and M are matrices 

● Not realizing that z and zdd are column vectors 

● Assigning into an unallocated array z(1:4) (this creates a column vector) 

● The correct code needs a line that is equivalent to 

“vdot = - inv(p.M) * p.K * x”. 

That is, solving the equation Mx¨=−Kx for x ̈ gives x¨=−M−1Kx. 
Advice for the future: Although not required, using inv(M) to represent M−1 is a good way to 

avoid mistakes. This way you do not have to remember which of “M \ K”, “M / K”, “K \ M”, “K 

/ M” and “K * (1 / M)” is right. Although I didn’t take off points you should not write “inv(M)” 

as “M^-1” as it will not work in many languages, you should write "M^(-1)" although, as 

mentioned, that’s not as good as inv(M) or pinv(M). 



● Writing out matrix multiplication component by component (this is the point of linear 

algebra, to not do this) 

Part C (8 Points but 12 Points possible): The eigenvalues of this matrix are the frequencies 

of the normal modes squared. A lot of students did not realize this. I did not take off points 

for this. A lot of students thought that things like [1; -1; 0; 0] or [0; 1; -1; 0] were 

eigenvectors, they are not. You can see that they are not two ways: 1) pre-multiply by 

inv(M)*K and see that you don't get the same vector back; or 2) notice that there are forces 

on the supposedly stationary masses, which is not consistent (that is, you assumed that 

they don't move even though in your proposed solution there is a force on the masses). 

 









 







 





 

 

 



I. FINAL THOUGHTS: PROBLEM 3

This problem was graded on a two-tiered grading system.
The first tier is for students who made small number of
mistakes in their code. The second tier is for students who
wrote problematic code or no code at all. In these cases, I
carefully looked at the free body diagram and equations of
motion to assess understanding on a case by case basis.

A. If you scored 16 or more points:

Most students lost 4 points for incorrectly calculating the
damping force. The damper opposes the change in length
between masses 1 and 2. As covered in lecture, there are
multiple ways of deriving this change in length. One way is:

l2 = r12 · r12 (1)

2ll̇ = 2r12 · ṙ12 (2)

l̇ =
r12 · ṙ12

l
(3)

The damping force magnitude is cl̇ and the damping force
vector is cl̇r12.

About half of students lost 4 points for calculating unit
vectors incorrectly in MATLAB. The MATLAB command
norm does

√
x · x or

√
xTx. In MATLAB one calculates a

unit vector by doing x/norm(x). This was the only common
MATLAB related issue.

B. If you scored 15 or fewer points:

If you got 15 points it means you got the equations right,
but paid a price for your principled stand against MATLAB.
If you got below 10-12 points your work likely indicated
that you are confused between scalars and vectors. For
the purposes of this class, being confused between scalars
and vectors in an emergency. If the words scalar/vector are
written on your test, or if you think this might be the case, I
implore you to come talk to Dr. Ruina, Ryan Elandt, Duan
Li or Walker Lee.
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